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Abstract

Capacity is an essential quality factor in telecommunication systems. The ability to develop systems with the lowest cost per subscriber and transaction, that also meet the highest availability requirements and at the same time allow for scalability, is a true challenge for a telecommunication systems provider. This thesis describes a research collaboration between Linköping University and Ericsson AB aimed at improving the management, representation, and implementation of capacity requirements in large-scale software engineering.

An industrial case study on non-functional requirements in general was conducted to provide the explorative research background, and a richer understanding of identified difficulties was gained by dedicating subsequent investigations to capacity. A best practice inventory within Ericsson regarding the management of capacity requirements and their refinement into design and implementation was carried out. It revealed that capacity requirements crosscut most of the development process and the system lifecycle, thus widening the research context considerably. The interview series resulted in the specification of 19 capacity sub-processes; these were represented as a method plug-in to the OpenUP software development process in order to construct a coherent package of knowledge as well as to communicate the results. They also provide the basis of an empirically grounded anatomy which has been validated in a focus group. The anatomy enables the assessment and stepwise improvement of an organization’s ability to develop for capacity, thus keeping the initial cost low. Moreover, the notion of capacity is discussed
and a pragmatic approach for how to support model-based, function-oriented development with capacity information by its annotation in UML models is presented. The results combine into a method for how to improve the treatment of capacity requirements in large-scale software systems.
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1 Introduction

This chapter presents the background of the thesis and the research objectives it responds to. Furthermore, a brief description of the papers included in the thesis is provided, the applied research method and related issues are described, and the overall contributions are summarized.

1.1 Background and motivation

The complex context of large-scale software engineering is critically dependent on well-managed requirements on all levels and in all phases: From overall system level to the level of the smallest sub systems and from elicitation of requirements to system verification and maintenance. A way of coping with complexity is to apply processes to bring order and to facilitate the coordination of people, tasks, artifacts, etc. Such processes, for example the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [37] supported with UML modeling tools, have been successful in industry as regards functional requirements (FRs). However, non-functional requirements (NFRs) crosscut the system structure [7] and do not easily lend themselves to smooth refinement in functional models. Hence, specialized methods are needed to also comprise successful treatment of NFRs.

The term “non-functional requirement” is wide and there is an ongoing debate regarding the term’s usefulness and regarding its definition [20] (which is discussed in Chapter 2). However, regardless of the exact borders of the set denoted “non-functional requirements”, there is no doubt that quality factors like usability, performance, reliability, maintainability, etc.
are normally considered as subsets of NFRs. The point-of-view taken herein is that each quality factor needs to be studied separately in order to gain an in-depth understanding of the quality factor in scope and to allow different quality factors to have different properties. Naturally, for instance usability and reliability share properties, both crosscut the functional model, but there are also numerous differences to consider.

The NFR type of special interest in this thesis is capacity. It is an important property of large-scale telecommunication systems as well as of other systems with high transaction intensity (such as bank systems, decision support systems, etc.) and it differs from other quality factors in that it is relatively easy to specify and measure. For example, we know how many subscribers a mobile telecommunication system needs to support, how many simultaneous phone calls that the system must handle, what response times that are acceptable, etc., and these properties can be measured.

Capacity provides yet another illustration of how NFRs crosscut the functional model: A software system’s capacity cannot be isolated to a single system module. Instead, capacity must be built into the system’s architecture and design, which means that capacity requirements must be articulated and present when needed and that organizational issues and power structures are as important as technical aspects. On the other hand, it can be argued that it is possible to cope with capacity as if it was isolated to the system’s hardware. There is limited need of addressing capacity issues if newer and better hardware can be bought to compensate for poor system architecture. However, relying solely on upgrading hardware is risky. There may be a limit where better hardware does not significantly improve capacity and there may be another limit where upgrades are simply too expensive for the system to be competitive.

The complex challenge of a telecommunication system is to provide systems with the lowest cost per subscriber and transaction, but also with the highest availability, 24/7 systems with 99.999+ % uptime, and at the same time allow for scalability, that is, the network size and the number of subscribers to grow. The circumstance that the delivered systems must meet the needs of today’s tele and data communication networks as well as tomorrow’s means that more capacity is always needed, both in terms of bandwidth and transactions per second. Thus, improving capacity is an issue during the entire lifecycle of the system and within each development project, and it must be addressed in all development phases. To achieve

---

1 The meaning of capacity is explained in Section 2.4
this, the improved capacity of a new increment is often the combination of both faster hardware and better software.

The presented research has been conducted in cooperation with the telecommunication systems provider Ericsson AB. It considers NFRs in general as an introduction, but its major part concentrates on capacity and arrives at a method for improved treatment of such requirements in large-scale software engineering. There are contributions regarding the notion of capacity and how to annotate UML models with capacity information. Moreover, a capacity plug-in to the OpenUP software development process has been constructed and a way of assessing and improving capacity processes using an anatomy has also been suggested. The contributions are empirically grounded as described in Section 1.4.6, and most of the results have been published within the Requirements Engineering community (see Section 1.3).

### 1.2 Research objectives

Several research questions have been formulated during the research project. To start with, the overall research objective is described by the following research question (Q) and the applied research method is described by the method hypothesis (H) below:

**Q** How can capacity requirements be treated so that they are available when needed and influence all phases of large-scale software system development?

**H** It is possible to learn, improve, feed back, and evaluate knowledge regarding NFR/capacity management in large, developing, and administering organizations by the means of industrial case studies.

The research question is based on the assumption that overall capacity requirements are generally known in large-scale software engineering, but that they are not always transformed into the representations needed to fully influence the architecture, design and testing of the system. This assumption was derived from the investigation of the following closely related explorative research questions:
Q1 How are NFRs managed in large, developing, and administering organizations?

Q2 How are capacity requirements managed in large, developing, and administering organizations?

Finally, the suggested improvements regarding capacity procedures were guided by the following research questions:

Q3 How can the routines regarding capacity requirements and development for capacity be improved in large, developing, and administering organizations characterized by long product life cycle and many releases of the same product?

Q4 How can capacity be modeled in large-scale software development characterized by long product life cycle and many releases of the same product so that capacity requirements are refined to design and implementation?

1.3 Overview of papers

The research objectives stated in the previous section are responded by Papers I-VI in the second part of the thesis. Each paper is described briefly below to give an early overview and serve as input to the research methodology discussion in the following section.

Paper I: The Bad Conscience of Requirements Engineering: An Investigation in Real-World Treatment of Non-Functional Requirements

Andreas Borg, Angela Yong, Pär Carlshamre, Kristian Sandahl


The first paper is an explorative study that concentrates on the real-world treatment of NFRs. 14 practitioners within two software developing organizations (Ericsson OSS and SMHI) are interviewed regarding NFRs, their treatment, difficulties related to NFRs, and problems that arise due to the difficulties. The objectives are to provide empirical data to support or
challenge the literature, and to identify potential research opportunities for the PhD project. A list of difficulties is assembled, analyzed, and discussed, and the most tangible problems are identified. The reasons to NFR-related problems are found in the nature of NFRs and in hierarchical organization structure.

Dr. Carlshamre and I designed the interview series. The interview series, including the analysis of protocols, were carried out by me and Ms. Yong. Dr. Carlshamre and Prof. Sandahl contributed to the analysis results. I wrote the paper.

**Paper II: Good Practice and Improvement Model of Handling Capacity Requirements of Large Telecommunication Systems**

*Andreas Borg, Mikael Patel, Kristian Sandahl*

In the proceedings of the 14th IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference (RE’06), pp. 245-250, Minneapolis/St Paul, 2006.

The scope is narrowed to only consider capacity requirements in the second paper. An interview series regarding the treatment of capacity requirements and related issues was conducted within Ericsson. Focus was on how difficulties related to capacity are overcome and to what extent modeling is used to document capacity information. A number of good practices are identified and put into a methodological context regarding what is needed to be able to develop for capacity. 19 capacity sub-processes\(^2\) (CSPs) are presented related to the capability areas *Estimation and prediction, Specification, Measurement and tuning*, and *Verification*.

I conducted the interview series which was co-designed by me and Lic. Eng. Patel. We jointly analyzed the results, with Lic. Eng. Patel’s expertise in telecommunication capacity and the development activities within Ericsson as prerequisites for putting the results into their methodological context. I wrote most of the paper.

\(^2\) Only 18 CSPs were presented in the original version of this paper. Editorial revisions have been made so that all papers in the thesis present 19 CSPs.
Paper III: Integrating an Improvement Model of Handling Capacity Requirements with the OpenUP/Basic Process

Andreas Borg, Mikael Patel, Kristian Sandahl


The third paper proceeds from the CSPs presented in Paper II. The Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) [15] is applied to transfer the CSPs into a so-called method plug-in to the OpenUP/Basic software development process [46]. This is done via a series of workshops involving all co-authors of the paper. The method plug-in facilitates the feedback of Paper II results within Ericsson (EPF and OpenUP/Basic can be regarded as open and free variants of the Rational Model Composer and RUP that is used within Ericsson) and it also makes the communication with other researchers smoother. The receiver of the method plug-in is typically a process engineer who can choose to extend a process with support for capacity development.

Lic. Eng. Patel suggested the idea of a method plug-in to represent the CSPs as a process extension accessible to both Ericsson employees and other researchers. The analysis of how to implement the capabilities in a method plug-in was carried out jointly by me, Lic. Eng. Patel, and Prof. Sandahl. I did most of the actual plug-in construction and I also wrote most of the paper with contributions from Prof. Sandahl.

Paper IV: Extending the OpenUP/Basic Requirements Discipline to Specify Capacity Requirements

Andreas Borg, Mikael Patel, Kristian Sandahl

In the proceedings of the 15th IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference (RE’07), pp. 328-333, Delhi, India, 2007.

Paper IV is based on the same foundation as Paper III but concentrates solely on the requirements perspective. The requirements discipline of OpenUP/Basic and how our method plug-in can support the specification of capacity requirements is described. Our approach is compared to another independent process initiative – called the W project – related to capacity improvement within Ericsson. The approaches are estimated to be around 80 percent similar and we get confirmation on our major ideas:
modeling real-life capacity, using time budgets, and defining sub-system tests.

I wrote most of the paper. Lic. Eng. Patel is responsible for the presentation of W project material.

**Paper V: A Case Study in Assessing and Improving Capacity Using an Anatomy of Good Practice (extended version)**

*Mikael Patel, Andreas Borg, Kristian Sandahl*


This paper proposes an Anatomy of Capacity Engineering (ACE). An anatomy is constructed from the CSPs in which their internal relations and ordering are made visible. ACE involves four steps for how an organization can assess and improve its capacity abilities. The initial two ACE steps, the assessment activity and visualizing the results in the anatomy, are tried in three case studies and the results are briefly discussed. The paper as presented in this thesis has been extended to provide a more detailed description of ACE.

Lic. Eng. Patel was the main architect behind the construction of the anatomy and he also carried out the assessments of the Ericsson-internal cases of the case studies. Prof. Sandahl performed the assessments on the OpenUP/Basic process. I wrote the paper.

**Paper VI: A Method for Improving the Treatment of Capacity Requirements in Large Telecommunication Systems**

*Andreas Borg, Mikael Patel, Kristian Sandahl*

Submitted to Requirements Engineering Journal.

The final paper is of a special kind. Its major contribution is that it describes the progress from Paper I through Paper V and how the papers fit together. Thus, contents from all the previous papers can be found in this paper too, but it also includes the description of a pragmatic approach to annotating UML models with capacity information. I wrote the paper.
1.4 Research methodology

1.4.1 Solving real-world problems

The research approach taken in this project adheres to a problem-oriented paradigm, in which relevance and usefulness in a relatively near future are important properties. Thus, research that might lead to a major breakthrough in twenty years is less preferred than research that has reasonable chances to create something useful in the perspective of one to five years.

Applying the concepts of relevance and usefulness means, in the case of software engineering, to try and solve problems that are faced by software engineering practitioners in software engineering industry. Consequently, such problems need to be identified in order to perform the described research, which can be done indirectly by reading research papers describing real-world problems. However, the obvious alternative is to be there, in software engineering industry, to meet with practitioners and identify problems directly in what is sometimes called industry-as-laboratory [47]. Fortunately, this opportunity was given several times during the research project.

1.4.2 Case studies and focus groups

The empirical experience presented herein has mainly been acquired from various organizations within Ericsson AB. However, the explorative problem inventory of Paper I also involved the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), and it is described in Paper VI that representatives from Saab AB were involved in the validation of ACE. The research methods that have been applied to acquire this industrial experience are those entitling this subsection.

Case studies are described in Paper I and Paper V. The problem inventory of Paper I is a case study in which an interview series from one case was replicated in a second case (the fact that it is built around an interview series indicates that the case study type is survey [39]), and ACE – the capacity assessment and evaluation method proposed in Paper V – is tried out in three different experimental case studies [39] to investigate the method’s validity.

The focus group is a qualitative research method that can be used for several purposes. The method originates from market research where companies can evaluate their ideas and products in groups of carefully selected representatives of the target customer [16]. In market research, the
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typical focus group is video-taped and consists of eight to ten participants and a moderator.

The focus group described in Paper VI follows the focus group design as described by Hedenskog [25]: A few people, preferably four to get a good balance between quantity and depth in discussion, share their knowledge and thoughts regarding a limited set of questions prepared by the researcher, and discussion is optimally facilitated by somebody not involved in the study. Each participant has to think each question over individually and account for his/her opinion orally one by one before plenary discussion is allowed (to avoid bias). The researcher takes notes and records the discussion using audio or video equipment and performs protocol analysis on transcripts.

The focus group was used to assess the transferability of ACE to organizations outside of Ericsson. It was conducted strictly according to Hedenskog’s example, that is, four participants (from the defense and avionics company Saab AB), an outside moderator, and audio recordings that were transcribed and analyzed.

1.4.3 ACTION RESEARCH

Parts of the work presented in this thesis can be characterized as action research. Different views of action research are presented by Cronholm and Goldkuhl [10] and a short summary is provided below.

An action research project involves both researchers and practitioners and they collaborate to reach common goals. Thus, the researchers work together with practitioners to accomplish some kind of business change. This contrasts with a participatory observation approach which allows researchers to be present in industrial contexts, but only to observe procedures from a “fly-on-the-wall” perspective.

Cronholm and Goldkuhl [10] point out that the action researcher must be interested in both the action and the research. (A consultant could collaborate with practitioners but is probably only interested in the action.) The actual change of procedures constitutes the action whereas the research is about generating new knowledge, which means that reflecting upon the business change process is an important research activity. McCay and Marshall [40] have formalized these dual aims into an action research process that consists of two interlinked cycles: The aim to improve a real-world situation and the aim to generate new knowledge based on the research question. This view enables the possibility to apply both a
research and a business change perspective regarding interest, method, and result respectively.

Cronholm and Goldkuhl take the above one step further. The dual cycles of McCay and Marshall are renamed practices (research and business respectively) and the intersection in between them is recognized as a practice on its own: the business change practice or the empirical research practice depending on the perspective.

The methodological context for how to develop for capacity that emerged from the second interview series described in Paper II is an example of how researchers and practitioners work together to accomplish an improvement. This kind of work continued in the development of a capacity method plug-in (Paper III and Paper IV) and the development of ACE (Paper V). Finally, Paper VI uncovers the research process and presents reflections of the research process.

It is important to notice that the collaboration regarding business change in our context have been carried out on a process level (within the group responsible for Ericsson’s software development processes, methods, and tools) and that we have co-authored research papers on our findings.

1.4.4 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

The research methods that have been described above have been applied qualitatively in the research project. Strauss and Corbin [53] describe qualitative research in the following way:

By the term “qualitative research”, we mean any type of research that produces findings not arrived at by statistical procedures or other means of quantification.

There are several situations when qualitative research methods are the most suitable to gain knowledge. The most valid in the context of this research project is [53]:

… to get out in the field and finding out what people are doing and thinking.

The quote above motivates the choice of research method in important parts of the research project. The explorative study of Paper I and the best practice inventory of Paper II are based on interview series with “finding out what people are doing and thinking” as principal objective.

Qualitative research consists of three major components [53] and interviews are a good example of the first component: data. Observation
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and reading documents are other examples of how to acquire data. Thus, the data component of qualitative research is very similar to the elicitation stage of requirements engineering.

The second component of qualitative research consists of the procedures to analyze data. This step is often denoted coding, and involves for instance conceptualizing and reducing data and constructing categories with respect to properties and dimensions. In Papers I-II, the dominating procedures to analyze interview data were to summarize interviews into minutes-of-meeting (commented upon by respondents) and to perform protocol analysis, whereas transcription from audio to text preceded the protocol analysis of the focus group described in Paper VI. The papers are also the primary instantiations of the final component of qualitative research: written and verbal reports.

1.4.5 GROUNDED AND MULTI-GROUNDED THEORY

Grounded theory (GT) is a well-known approach to qualitative research which originates from within the field of sociology. GT, as it was initially proposed, is strictly inductive. This means that theory is built solely from the analysis of empirical data without considering existing literature until after data has been gathered and analyzed. In fact, original GT explicitly advises against reading literature regarding other theories until a new theory induced from the data has been built. The rationale is to be able to keep an open mind and not let existing theory prejudice the mind of the researcher. Thus, a theory that is “grounded” according to orthodox GT is grounded in empirical data.

From a practical point-of-view, there is an evident objection to GT and its reluctance to consider relevant literature; the probability that the wheel is reinvented increases. However, GT has evolved [53] and its extension into multi-grounded theory (MGT) has been suggested. The following quote from Goldkuhl and Cronholm [22] explains how MGT relates to GT:

There is much GT in our MGT approach. We would like to see it as an extension to or modification of GT. We think that Strauss & Corbin (1998) have taken important steps away from a pure inductivist position. We will continue this move away from pure inductivism. This should not be interpreted as we reject an empirically based inductive analysis as is performed in the coding processes of GT. To have an open-minded attitude towards the empirical data is one of the main strengths in GT and this is incorporated in MGT.
The primary extension in MGT is that the empirically-driven analysis of GT is complemented with theory-driven analysis. In other words, the new theory represents a combined view of what is induced from empirical data and what can be deduced from existing theory. In more detail, MGT suggests two grounding processes – theoretical grounding and internal grounding – in addition to the original process of empirical grounding. The grounding processes of MGT are illustrated in Figure 1 below.

![Diagram of grounding processes](image)

**Figure 1: The grounding processes of MGT according to Goldkuhl and Cronholm [22]**

The traditional grounded theory is achieved by the analysis of empirical data – the empirical grounding. Naturally, this analysis shall be as inductive as possible. This is true for the first step (inductive coding) of MGT too (“It is harder to introduce an open mind later if one has explicitly used some pre-categories early in the process for interpretation of the data”). However, existing literature is allowed to play a part in the successive steps of the empirical grounding (conceptual refinement, building categorical structures, theory condensation). Moreover, MGT claims that even empirically grounded theories need to be explicitly and systematically checked to ensure its empirical validity.
The theoretical grounding of MGT studies relevant published theories to make use of existing knowledge and to make the new theory coherent with existing theories. Practically this is achieved with theoretical matching, in which the evolving theory is confronted with other theories. If there is full conformity between the new theory and existing theories the former is explicitly grounded theoretically. However, the comparison with existing theory may lead to an adaptation of the evolving theory and/or criticism towards existing theories.

Finally, MGT also incorporates internal grounding to explicitly address the consistency within the theory, that is, to evaluate the theoretical cohesion of the new theory.

1.4.6 THE GROUNDING OF THIS THESIS

The research process described herein is not rigorous to such an extent that it fully complies with the theoretical description of MGT. Nevertheless, all three grounding processes of MGT are represented in the research project.

First, the empirical grounding is obvious: Papers I and II explore industrial practice as important input to the research project, and it can also be noticed that the focus group of Paper VI represent empirical validation.

Second, the theoretical grounding is almost as obvious. The empirical findings are related to existing literature within the field, and one of the objectives in Paper I was to “corroborate or challenge” what was available in the literature. However, the existing theories were considered in a too early stage to conform to MGT.

Finally, the work with the capacity method plug-in and the method to assess and improve capacity processes (ACE) presented in Papers III-V constitute the internal grounding of the research. Representing the capacity sub-processes of Paper II as a method plug-in and an anatomy forced thinking into terms of internal coherence and consistency. The capacity method plug-in required the transformation of CSPs into a set of roles, tasks, and artifacts that resulted in more detailed knowledge regarding development for capacity. Moreover, constructing an anatomy required thorough thinking regarding the relations between capabilities and how they contribute to each other.
1.4.7 A FEW NOTES ON RESEARCH IN INDUSTRIAL SETTINGS

When Potts proposed the “industry-as-laboratory” approach to replace the “research-then-transfer” approach he made the following statement [47]:

Industry-as-laboratory research sacrifices revolution, but gains steady evolution.

There are a number of issues to tackle in order to gain this steady evolution. For example, what distinguishes in-house process improvement from research? One of the answers given by Potts is how general the results are. If new knowledge can be gained from the lessons learned within one organization that proves useful in another organization (the less adaptation needed the better) there is clearly relevant research. The focus group described in Paper VI is an example of how to demonstrate a method’s general relevance.

Research projects in industrial settings face hindrances of practical kinds as well. An example is how results can be made publically available if the conducted research is concentrated around a company’s business secrets. Naturally, most companies are reluctant to share their secrets with their competitors and to expose problems and failures to potential customers. This was not a big problem in this research project since the research was concentrated to methods and processes rather than products.

Other threats are reduced budgets, projects being closed, and that key persons leave (to another company or department). All these threats were calculated risks that were accepted to gain the benefits of being able to perform industrial research and to make unique research findings.

1.4.8 PROTOCOL ANALYSIS

Protocol analysis – how verbal data can be analyzed – has been thoroughly described within the field of cognitive psychology [17], and a good example of how verbal data can be gathered and analyzed within the field of Requirements Engineering is provided by Karlsson et al. [33]. Such techniques have been used and protocols have been produced and analyzed in three parts of the research project.

First, each interview of the interview series described in Paper I was summarized immediately after each interview session based on minutes of meeting. If need for clarifications arose when producing an interview summary the interviewee was asked to redeliver his/her message.

The procedure of the second interview series (see Paper II) was identical to the first with one exception; this time each interviewee read the
interview summary to ensure that it was correct. All interview summaries were accepted by the respective interviewee and only minor changes were made. The advantages of letting interviewees read and comment are that any misunderstandings can be corrected and that improved articulation of vague wordings can be achieved. However, there is also a possibility that an interviewee wants to change his/her statement in a matter, which can then be regarded as another data point to the previous ones.

The focus group that was used to validate ACE in Paper VI was the most rigorous approach to creating protocols, since the discussion was transcribed from audio to text.

The actual protocol analysis techniques applied to the summaries from the two interview series were straightforward. The set of questions provided a structure for coding and analyzing the summaries into themes and responses could be compared per question. The analysis of the focus group protocols was somewhat different since the verbal material was a discussion, not interviews. However, the discussion was structured according to the contents of the anatomy in focus and participants suggested anatomy design improvements while assessing the transferability of each CSP. Thus, themes could be easily identified regarding the transferability of ACE and regarding the design of the anatomy as such.

1.5 Contributions

The contributions reported of herein correspond well to the collection of papers and can be summarized as follows:

- An industrial survey and empirical data on real-world NFR problems.
- An industrial survey and empirical data regarding how capacity requirements are treated within Ericsson.
- A set of CSPs that is useful when developing for capacity in large-scale telecommunication systems.
- A capacity method plug-in that can be used (and adapted) in conjunction with the OpenUP/Basic software development process.
- A method for how to assess and improve capacity processes (ACE) validated in a focus group.
- A heuristic suggestion for how to include capacity information in UML models.
- An integrated method for how to treat capacity requirements in large-scale telecommunication systems based on the above contributions.
1.6 Related publications not included in the thesis


2 Frame of Reference

This chapter provides an overview of issues that form the frame of reference. The meanings of requirements, non-functional requirements, and capacity are described, as is the case with processes and process improvements.

2.1 Background

The contents of this thesis originate from within the field of Requirements Engineering. The research project started with an initial interest in NFRs and evolved into investigating capacity requirements. This evolvement is reflected in the frame of reference. A brief description of requirements in general is provided to start with, followed by guidance to NFRs before we end with a detailed description of what is capacity. Processes and process improvement are also described. Related work is pointed out and discussed along the way.

2.2 Software requirements

2.2.1 REQUIREMENT DEFINITIONS

Many definitions of the term “requirement” have been proposed. In this section some well-known suggestions are described in order to provide basic domain information.
The general objective of RE is to capture the ideas and needs of various stakeholders and transform these needs into a solid basis for system development. Harwell et al. [24] emphasize this when formulating the purpose of requirements:

… to reproduce in the mind of the reader the intellectual content which was in the mind of the writer.

Even though this takes into account the transformation of the ideas and needs of various stakeholders into a proper representation, it does not define the term “requirement” (and it is also narrowed to the communication between readers and writers as noted by Carlshamre [6]). Furthermore, the explanation assumes that the writer has the correct picture of the requirement(s). Singer [51] provides a more general definition of the term:

A requirement is a portrait of a user’s needs.

Although excluding all stakeholders but users, this definition nicely encompasses that requirements can be explicit as well as implicit. Explicit requirements are those that stakeholders ask for and can express, whereas implicit requirements are those requirements that are unspoken. The reason for implicit requirements may be that stakeholders simply do not know all their needs and/or that requirements are so obvious to stakeholders that they take them for granted.

A widely adopted “truth” regarding requirements is that they shall focus entirely on what is needed, leaving any how-aspect for designers to handle. This seems natural recalling that the requirements should provide a detached “portrait of users’ needs”. However, how is sometimes inseparable from what and the questions mean different things to different people. This is discussed by Davis [13] (page 17) who also provides a useful requirement definition emphasizing what will go into the product (by the formulation “external to that system”):

[A requirement is] a user need or a necessary feature, function or attribute of a system that can be sensed from a position external to that system.

Kotonya and Sommerville [35] moves even further away from user centered requirements definitions when defining requirements.
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…as a specification of what should be implemented. They are descriptions of how the system should behave, application domain information, constraints on the system’s operation, or specifications of a system property or attribute. Sometimes they are constraints on the development process of the system.

Observing that even this small sample of definitions provide a rather disharmonious picture of requirements, it is easy to understand that no universal definition is available so far. However, the IEEE’s definition [28] of software requirements is widely spread and accepted and concludes this section: A requirement is:

(1) A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve an objective.
(2) A condition or capability that must be met or possessed by a system or system component to satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed documents.
(3) A documented representation of a condition or capability as in (1) or (2).

Note that this definition includes both the user’s perspective and other system characteristics. Moreover, the definition uses requirement for a user need as well as for its corresponding documented representation (that is, the user need is a requirement even before it is documented).

2.2.2 FUNCTIONAL VS. NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

There are many ways of classifying requirements. However, a very common way of separating requirements – which is also the most valid classification for the topic of this thesis – is into functional requirements (FRs) and non-functional requirements (NFRs).

Functional requirements are characterized by their exclusive devotion to the already mentioned what-aspect of the system. Revisiting the IEEE glossary [28], a functional requirement is defined as:

A requirement that specifies a function that a system component must be able to perform.

“Function” in the above definition can be regarded as semantically equivalent with the mathematical notion of a function:

\[ y = f(x) \]
The mathematical function defines the relation between the variables $x$ and $y$ for every possible $x$, and a specific value of $x$ defines the value of $y$ deterministically. A software function does the same: input variables or states are deterministically transformed into their corresponding output variables or states. The following is an example of a functional requirement:

Pressing the “Calculate BMI” button shall result in the correct BMI\(^3\) value for the current entries being calculated and displayed.

The example requirement clearly describes a function of the forthcoming system. However, there are further considerations that must be made and specified to transform this piece of intended functionality into a usable implementation. What if:

- Most or all intended users do not know the meaning of the BMI value or how to interpret it?
- The interface location of the button and/or the displaying of the result are unknown to most intended users?
- The calculation takes a month or two?

Thus, the functional requirement can be literally met, but completely useless if one or several of these (or similar) situations occur. It is evident from the above scenario that additional properties of the requirement need to be specified, and such requirements are often referred to as non-functional. The following is a non-functional requirement addressing one of the considerations listed above:

The time elapsed between pressing the “Calculate BMI” button and the result being displayed shall be less than 0.1 seconds.

Non-functional requirements are described in the following section.

---

\(^3\) BMI (Body Mass Index) uses body mass and body length to indicate overweight or underweight in a simple but common way.
2.3 Non-functional requirements

2.3.1 BACKGROUND

There is a general opinion that NFRs are difficult to capture as well as to define, and that a major reason is their vague nature (which is supported by our own research, see Paper I). This vagueness tempts requirements writers to use words like “easy”, “optimal”, “flexible”, etc. which do not properly describe what is wanted or how requirements should be tested. Requirements of the type “The user shall find it easy to …” is a typical example. Another example is found in a publically available requirements specification of a system ordered by the Swedish police authority (directly translated from Swedish):

A 3.16.5 The response-, access- and processing times of the D-System and other factors that are significant to the D-System from a user’s perspective shall be optimal. Moreover, variations adhering to different load conditions may not occur in such a way that the D-System is perceived as slow, inconsistent or unrhythmic from a user’s perspective.

The example requirement is subjectively stated (the user’s perspective, optimality, etc.) and makes use of words that are impossible to interpret correctly (“unrhythmic”). It cannot be sufficiently tested and it is hard to imagine how it could be satisfied.

NFRs are also generally considered difficult to test. A good example is usability that often requires either lots of time, extensive effort, many people, or expertise (or even all of them) to be tested (Carlshamre [6] provides an overview), whereas subjective evaluation can be done at a significantly lower cost. The vague nature of NFRs also makes it difficult to write measurable and unambiguous requirements. Furthermore, the majority of existing processes and techniques focus on FRs and are not well-suited for NFRs.

According to Kotonya and Sommerville [35] most existing RE methods do not adequately cover NFRs simply because it is very difficult to do so. Reasons are, for instance, that certain constraints are unknown at the requirements stage, that some constraints need very complex empirical evaluations to be determined, and that NFRs tend to conflict each other. Furthermore, they argue that separating NFRs and FRs makes it difficult to see dependencies between them, whereas functional and non-functional considerations are difficult to separate if all requirements are stated
together. Finally they claim that it is difficult to determine when NFRs are optimally met, since it is almost always possible to refine solutions. Despite these difficulties, there are approaches that address treatment of NFRs in various ways, although not yet standardized in for instance mainstream RE text books and methods.

Chung et al. [7] state that “two basic approaches characterize the systematic treatment of non-functional requirements”, which are referred to as product-oriented and process-oriented. Product-oriented approaches received most of the attention to begin with (see Keller et al. [34] for an overview), whereas process-oriented (or goal-oriented) approaches have gained a lot of interest the past decade. The main difference between the approaches is that the product-oriented approach aims at determining to what extent the conclusive software system fulfils its NFRs, whereas the process-oriented approach tries to deal with NFRs during the development process, and make sure that NFRs will be fulfilled by the conclusive system. Product-oriented and process-oriented approaches are described in sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 respectively.

2.3.2 TERMINOLOGY

Considering the vagueness of NFRs as described above it seems logical that vagueness applies to the actual term “non-functional requirement” as well. Nevertheless, the term “non-functional requirement” (NFR) is widely accepted and is used throughout this thesis to denote what is also called extra-functional requirement [26], non-behavioral requirement [13], and quality requirement [34] in related literature. The highly associated term quality attribute [56] is generally equivalent to NFR type (for example performance, maintainability, usability), and sometimes the terms goal and constraint are used as well to label various kinds of NFRs. The definition of “functional requirement” (see Section 2.2.2) does not have a corresponding definition of “non-functional requirement” in the quoted glossary, instead “functional requirements” are claimed to contrast with “design requirements, implementation requirements, interface requirements, performance requirements, and physical requirements”. Thayer and Thayer re-formulate this in their RE glossary [55], explaining the non-functional requirement as:

In software system engineering, a software requirement that describes not what the software will do, but how the software will do it, for example, software performance requirements, software external interface requirements, software design constraints, and software quality attributes.
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This description presents a common view but it still leaves room for interpretations (“for example”). The division between what the system does (FRs) and how the system behaves (NFRs) can also be questioned. Glinz explains why in a recent paper on NFRs [20], which is begun with the following sentences:

If you want to trigger a hot debate among a group of requirements engineering people, just let them talk about non-functional requirements. Although this term has been in use for more than two decades, there is still no consensus about the nature of non-functional requirements and how to document them in requirements specifications.

Glinz presents and analyzes a list of definitions (see Table 1) and arrives at the conclusion that the problems regarding the notion of non-functional requirements manifest in their definition, classification, and representation. He suggests that the traditional classification of functional and non-functional requirements is replaced by a faceted classification which separates the concepts of representation, kind, satisfaction, and role. This conforms well to the suggested aspect-oriented representation of requirements and their definition as a number of concerns. System requirements are divided into four concerns: functional, performance, and quality concerns complemented with constraints. Quality (the “-ilities”) and performance are combined into attributes, but are treated separately since they are “typically treated separately in practice”. The reason is explained to be that there is a consensus for how to measure performance (time, volume, and volume per time unit) but that no such consensus is available for other quality factors. This means that the definition of non-functional requirements – if we want to stick to that term – according to Glinz is:

A non-functional requirement is an attribute of or a constraint of a system.

To conclude, this allows requirements to be classified by applying four simple rules in the following order. If a requirement was stated to specify (1) “some of the system’s data, input, or reaction to input stimuli – regardless of the way how this is done”, then it is a functional requirement. If it was stated to specify (2) “restrictions about timing, processing or reaction speed, data volume, or throughput”, then it is a performance requirement. If it was stated to specify (3) “a specific quality that the system or a component shall have”, then it is a specific quality. Finally, if it was stated to specify “any other restriction about what the system shall do, how it shall do it, or any prescribed solution or solution element”, then it is a constraint.
Table 1: “Non-functional requirement” definitions compiled by Glinz [20]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antón [1]</td>
<td>Describe the nonbehavioral aspects of a system, capturing the properties and constraints under which a system must operate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis [13]</td>
<td>The required overall attributes of the system, including portability, reliability, efficiency, human engineering, testability, understandability, and modifiability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 610.12 [28]</td>
<td>Term is not defined. The standard distinguishes design requirements, implementation requirements, interface requirements, performance requirements, and physical requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 830-1998 [29]</td>
<td>Term is not defined. The standard defines the categories functionality, external interfaces, performance, attributes (portability, security, etc.), and design constraints. Project requirements (such as schedule, cost, or development requirements) are explicitly excluded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson, Booch and Rumbaugh [30]</td>
<td>A requirement that specifies system properties, such as environmental and implementation constraints, performance, platform dependencies, maintainability, extensibility, and reliability. A requirement that specifies physical constraints on a functional requirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kotonya and Sommerville [35]</td>
<td>Requirements which are not specifically concerned with the functionality of a system. They place restrictions on the product being developed and the development process, and they specify external constraints that the product must meet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mylopoulos, Chung and Nixon [41]</td>
<td>“... global requirements on its development or operational cost, performance, reliability, maintainability, portability, robustness, and the like. (...) There is not a formal definition or a complete list of non-functional requirements.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neube [42]</td>
<td>The behavioral properties that the specified functions must have, such as performance, usability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robertson and Robertson [48]</td>
<td>A property, or quality, that the product must have, such as an appearance, or a speed or accuracy property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCREEN Glossary [49]</td>
<td>A requirement on a service that does not have a bearing on its functionality, but describes attributes, constraints, performance considerations, design, quality of service, environmental considerations, failure and recovery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiegers [56]</td>
<td>A description of a property or characteristic that a software system must exhibit or a constraint that it must respect, other than an observable system behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia: NFREs [57]</td>
<td>Requirements which specify criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a system, rather than specific behaviors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia: Requirements Analysis [58]</td>
<td>Requirements which impose constraints on the design or implementation (such as performance requirements, quality standards, or design constraints).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.3 **PRODUCT-ORIENTED APPROACHES**

When applying a product-oriented approach to NFR treatment the conclusive software system is considered. Measuring and verifying the performance of features before releasing a product is a basic example of this. Thus, the ability to specify testable quality requirements is essential and with that metrics are placed in focus.

A product-oriented approach requires some kind of formal framework that describes the quality attributes that need to be measured and which metrics to use when evaluating to what extent the quality attributes are met. An early and well-known example of such a framework was accounted for already in 1990 by Keller et al. [34] based on the extensive work of the Rome Air Development Center (RADC). The quality attributes are classified into a structure and metrics are used to provide visibility to decision makers, adherence to documented standards, and to serve as input to prediction models. The framework as such is “a hierarchical metrics structure in which metrics are organized into metric-aggregates”, which means that metrics on one level are computed from metrics of another level.

![Figure 2: Software quality metrics framework as presented in the "IEEE standard for a software quality metrics methodology" [27]](image-url)
The IEEE Standard for a Software Quality Metrics Methodology [27] is similar to the above in several ways. It shares the approach of applying metrics on several levels and an example is shown in Figure 2. The standard also comprises a methodology that “is a systematic approach to establishing quality requirements and identifying, implementing, analyzing, and validating the process and product software quality metrics for a software system”.

2.3.4 PROCESS-ORIENTED APPROACHES

In contrast to product-oriented approaches, process-oriented approaches focus on the actual software development process. The idea can be described as to let the positive and negative contributions of design decisions with respect to NFRs drive the development process. Thus, these contributions can imply that certain NFR aspects are met or describe why they are not.

Process-oriented approaches are often called goal-oriented methods as well, due to the fact that they focus on the goals (such as “the system shall be secure”, “serve more subscribers”, etc.) of the software system. These approaches do not concentrate on NFRs exclusively; both FRs and NFRs are derived from the stated goals.

Goal-oriented requirements engineering, its basic principles, and its approaches and frameworks have been described by van Lamsweerde [38], and his description is still informative. Four major approaches, which are briefly described below, can be distinguished in goal-oriented RE. These have many interconnections and three of them actually originate from the Knowledge Management Laboratory of the University of Toronto.

A goal-oriented method that is concentrated on NFRs is the NFR Framework that has been developed by Chung et al. [7], which is also one of the most comprehensive approaches to NFRs. The method is based on the decomposition of a few general NFRs (security and performance for example) that are considered important, using so called Softgoal Interdependency Graphs (SIGs) and catalogued design knowledge. The term “softgoal” denotes a specific non-functional goal and is used to point out that such a goal has no clear-cut criteria to whether it is satisfied or not. Similarly, the term “satisfice” (can be read as “sufficiently satisfied”) is used to indicate the same thing, that is, stating that a goal is satisficed means that it is sufficiently satisfied. The decomposition goes all the way

---

from the initial softgoals to design decisions and implementation suggestions (“operationalizations”) using AND/OR refinement. The framework models ambiguities, tradeoffs and priorities as well as interdependencies between softgoals and operationalizations.

The KAOS\textsuperscript{5} [12] approach is complementary to the NFR Framework. The NFR Framework is a qualitative framework oriented towards satisficing quality goals (the use of negative and positive contributions to drive the design process is clearly qualitative). In contrast, KAOS can be described as a formal framework concentrated on goal satisfaction and how to build complete requirements models with no internal conflicts. The approach extends requirements modeling beyond traditional what statements to also include the aspects of why, who, and when. Roughly, goals are identified and refined, and objects and actions are also identified from the goal refinement procedure. Requirements on objects and actions are derived that explains how constraints can be met, and these constraints, objects, and actions are assigned to the agents of the system. However, it can also be noted that efforts have been made to make the NFR Framework quantitative: The Attributed Goal-Oriented Requirements Analysis Method (AGORA) [32] is an attempt to add metrics, basically by assigning values to the positive and negative contributions mentioned above.

The $i^*$ framework is claimed to extend goal-oriented RE as described by Yu and Mylopoulos [60], particularly regarding the softgoal concept that continues from the techniques applied in the NFR Framework. However, $i^*$ is an agent-oriented approach useful in RE as well as in business process modeling that consists of several autonomous parties. An agent can be described as a non-human actor that is:

- Situated – it senses and changes the environment
- Autonomous – it has control of its actions and can act without human intervention
- Flexible – it responds to environmental changes
- Social – it can interact with humans and other agents

The above approaches are mainly directed to the requirements phase of system development. Tropos is an agent-based software development methodology and framework that reuses the notions of actor, goal, and

\footnotetext{5}{See \url{http://www.info.ucl.ac.be/~avl/ReqEng.html}. Accessed Feb 16, 2009.}
dependency from \( i^* \) and proceeds from requirements to architecture and detailed design.

Finally, in addition to modeling requirements and providing basis for design decisions, process-oriented approaches can serve as requirements elicitation techniques as well. Decomposing high-level goals and properties means adding more refined requirements that need to be discovered. For instance, decomposing the top-level requirement “the system shall be secure” requires further specification (in several steps) regarding the system’s security and how it is to be achieved.

## 2.4 Capacity

### 2.4.1 Capacity, Performance, and Efficiency

Terms like capacity, performance, and efficiency are used with slight differences in practice and in the literature. Hence, before the meaning of capacity in the context of this research project is described in the next section a few definitions from the literature are provided.

The *Software Quality Characteristics Tree* [5] has been influential to software quality and provides the foundation to successive quality models, such as the one described in the ISO/IEC 9126-1:2001 standard. In both these models, *efficiency* is the quality factor that contains capacity issues. The factor is built from the sub factors accountability, device efficiency, and accessibility in the former model and consists of time behavior and resource behavior in the latter model. Put in text, efficiency is the following in the ISO/IEC standard:

A set of attributes that bear on the relationship between the level of performance of the software and the amount of resources used, under stated conditions.

Davis’s [13] definition of capacity is simple: capacity, timing constraints, degradation of service, and memory requirements are subsets of efficiency [5]. Capacity is stated to respond to the question “How many?” and also to take into account peak versus normal periods.

The efficiency definition above rely on the concept of performance, which is described in the following way in the *IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology (Std 610.12-1990)* [28]:

The degree to which a system or component accomplishes its designated functions within given constraints, such as speed, accuracy, or memory usage.
Performance is, in conformity with efficiency, often regarded to embrace both timeliness and memory usage (for example [7]). However, the approach of Software Performance Engineering (SPE) [52] concentrates primarily on timeliness and states that “performance is the degree to which a software system or component meets its objectives for timeliness”. Furthermore, performance is stated to have two dimensions: responsiveness (“the ability to meet objectives for response time or throughput”) and scalability (the ability to meet these objectives “… as the demand for software functions increases”).

It shall be noticed that there is a live community around SPE and other aspects of software and performance, and the International Workshop on Software and Performance (WOSP) has been organized seven times since 1998 so far. The objective of the first workshop was to join the forces of the software engineering community and the performance analysis community. One program co-chair was appointed from within each community and the general chair was Connie U. Smith, the author of “Performance Solutions: A Practical Guide to Creating Responsive, Scalable Software” [52]. She has been part of the program committee ever since and the overall goal of the workshop remains the same: to build predictable performance into software by quantitative means. Modeling tools and techniques have been important areas of interest from the start and in WOSP 2008 the program co-chair positions were dedicated to software and modeling respectively. Apart from Dr. Smith, other well-known researchers that frequently have been part of the workshop’s program committee are, for example, Elaine Weyuker, Bran Selic, Vittorio Cortellessa, Lawrence Chung, Paola Inverardi, Simonetta Balsamo, Reiner Dumke, and José Merseguer.

2.4.2 CAPACITY IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT

Capacity belongs to the quality factors generally referred to as characteristics at Ericsson and it can be described concisely as a system’s ability to provide good-enough service to a large-enough number of subscribers. This indicates a trade-off; that the minimum service-level maximizes the possible number of subscribers and vice versa. It also illustrates that capacity is more than the concept responding to the question “How many?” Instead, we perceive the general use of “capacity” as being close to “efficiency” as described in the previous section. This means that performance can be regarded as a subset of capacity.

---

The capacity view that we have adopted reflects the ambition to undertake the research effort of improving the treatment of capacity requirements and refining these into design and implementation using terminology that reduces the risk of misunderstandings. Thus, our capacity view focuses on the parts considered especially important for representing requirements when developing for capacity, and can be depicted as in Figure 3 below (using the AND tree notation from the NFR Framework [7]). This is the view that is used throughout the remainder of this thesis.

![Figure 3: The adopted capacity view](image)

Capacity is one of several quality factors within Ericsson which are normally referred to as characteristics. The most important quality factor is a combination of reliability and availability denoted in service performance (ISP), which can be described as the system’s ability to be up-and-running and providing service. However, capacity and several other quality factors (such as security and maintainability) are considered important as well.

Capacity consists of two parts: dimensioning and performance. Dimensioning is equivalent to Davis’s description of capacity [13] with one important extension: The difference between static and dynamic dimension is made explicit. The typical example is to specify both the maximum number of subscribers (static) in the network and the maximum number of active subscribers, for example placing a call simultaneously...
The adopted capacity view emphasizes the elaboration of capacity requirements before design and/or implementation. The implementations of these requirements are typically in memory, disk, and processor clock cycles. The limits of the resources are also plain requirements. The dynamic dimensioning in a telecommunication system often reflects upper limits of communication resources. This means, in the case of real-time operating systems, dynamic dimensioning resources such as number of processes, sockets, I/O buffers, switching hardware, etc.

Performance, on the other hand, is similar to how it is described in the Software Performance Engineering (SPE) approach; both response time and throughput need to be considered, but maximizing throughput (transactions per second) is emphasized over minimizing response time. What really counts is throughput with respect to groups of transactions, which is what customers measure and care about. It is, however, very important to notice that optimizing throughput on an individual transaction level can actually reduce overall throughput. The reason is simple and relies on the relation between latency and parallelism. The response time of a transaction can be defined in the following way:

$$T_{\text{response}} = T_{\text{latency}} + T_{\text{processing}}$$

Latency is the “idle” time elapsed between the time of a request being issued and the start of the actual processing. The throughput is at its top if latency is at its bottom if each transaction is considered respectively. This means that latency should be minimized if processing is strictly sequential. However, longer latency at the individual transaction level is acceptable if it facilitates parallelism among transactions. When managing several transactions in parallel, internal queues are introduced and with that longer latency. This means that it might be beneficial for overall throughput to purposely slow down single transactions by the introduction of internal queues. If the response time of an individual transaction is set to its maximum limit it will also allow for maximum latency regarding the transaction in scope. Maximum latency means maximum number of parallel transactions and thus maximum overall throughput. Hence, response time can be regarded as an upper limit for what is acceptable for a single transaction, and maximizing capacity is then all about maximizing the number of transactions within the response time limit. In other words, response time contributes to “good-enough service level” and throughput to “large-enough number of subscribers”.
Space (memory) has, as is also the case in SPE [52], deliberately been left aside in this view since it to a great extent can be regarded as a direct function of the dimensioning requirements. However, it still needs to be considered when making capacity trade-offs as described in Paper VI.

The dimensionless unit Erlang is often used to describe the volume of telecommunications traffic [19]. Traditionally the goal has been to minimize system cost while achieving the maximum quality of service and profit.

2.4.3 MODELING CAPACITY

Research questions Q4 and Q5 of section 1.2 are aimed towards modeling in general and UML modeling in particular. They respond to the wish to remedy the established requirements traceability failure by accomplishing a full chain of capacity refinement in models. The principal source of inspiration to this approach was the work by Dimitrov et al. [14], in which several constructions of annotating UML diagrams with performance information were suggested and compared.

The release of the UML Profile for Schedulability, performance, and time (SPT) [45] launched a new platform for suggestions regarding performance and capacity. Unlike the requirements engineering perspective of this research project, most of the work that has been done on the modeling of NFRs and capacity/performance originates from within the modeling community. However, Bernardi and Petriu [4] have compared SPT and its annotation techniques with the NFR annotations of the broader UML Profile for Modeling Quality of Service and Fault Tolerance Characteristics and Mechanisms (QoS) [44].

Model-based performance prediction in general is surveyed by Balsamo et al. [2]. One of the problems that have received a lot of interest in the new millennium is how formal performance models can be derived from UML design. Bernardi and Merseguer [3] have compiled the most important works in the field and contribute with a method for how to transform UML design into a Stochastic Well-formed Net (SWN) performance analysis model from which metrics such as response time and throughput can be calculated.

Cortellessa et al. [9] observe that available methodologies tend to take a transformational approach to create performance models from software/hardware models and how to automate these (the SWN approach above). In their own approach they propose a framework to integrate a software model with a hardware model from which a
performance model can be built. The integrated model is annotated with performance data such as operational profiles and resources as an intermediate step towards the performance model. They also make the following interesting statement when describing the framework:

The idea of integrating a software model with platform specifications for performance validation goals can be accepted by software developers only if the integration does not bring changes to their development practices.

The attitude imposed by this quote is totally conformant with the attitude to change that is embraced in this thesis: to improve capacity with minimal interference of current procedures. The means differ, however. It becomes evident from the examples above that there is a lot of work done on the modeling, analysis, and prediction of capacity/performance. The major problem that is addressed herein is not only to investigate how capacity can be modeled, analyzed, and predicted. Instead, the focus is on how to improve the development for capacity, the treatment of capacity requirements, and how to make them available for architects, designers, programmers, and testers to consider. Thus, the ability to predict capacity is important but only one part of the problem treated herein.

The attitude of this thesis – that new procedures are more easily adopted if changes to current procedures are minimal rather than extensive – does not mean that a paradigm shift to for example model-based architecture can never happen. However, it is likely to believe that risks are bigger when implementing radical changes compared to achieving change via many small steps. Nevertheless, situations may occur when this risk is acceptable in relation to the time it takes to perform “many small steps”.

2.4.4 REQUIREMENTS AND ARCHITECTURE

The overall objective with the improved modeling of capacity is for requirements to influence the choice of architecture, design alternatives, and implementation solutions (even though an existing architecture is often present in an Ericsson context). The relation between requirements and architecture has been described in the following way [43]:

Compelling economic arguments justify why an early understanding of stakeholders’ requirements leads to systems that satisfy their expectations. Equally compelling arguments justify an early understanding and construction of software-system architecture to provide a basis for discovering further requirements and constraints, evaluating a system’s technical feasibility, and determining alternative design solutions.
A set of selected requirements may reduce the set of candidate architectures, and respective candidate architecture may prevent specific requirements from being implemented. The “Twin Peaks” model offers a trade-off between requirements and architecture as depicted in Figure 4 below:

![The Twin Peaks model as depicted by Nuseibeh [43]](image)

The Twin Peaks model illustrates that an iterative spiral model can be extended to involve both requirements and architecture, in order to incorporate both early requirements and architectural thinking into the system development process.

Grünbacher et al. propose a refined method that builds on the Twin Peaks model which has been tested in a real-life case-study [23]. The approach introduces a third peak between the twin peaks of Figure 4 as an intermediary representation that is generated from the requirements. A knowledge base with mappings from the intermediary representation to architectural styles guides the designer in finding the most appropriate alternatives for system design.
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2.5 Processes and process improvement

2.5.1 EPF and OpenUP

The Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) [15] is an open framework in which a process engineer can compose and reconfigure process descriptions that is similar to the commercial tool Rational Model Composer (RMC) that is used in Ericsson today:

The Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) aims at producing a customizable software process engineering framework, with exemplary process content and tools, supporting a broad variety of project types and development styles.7

Moreover, the process framework project is stated to have the following goals:

- To provide an extensible framework and exemplary tools for software process engineering - method and process authoring, library management, configuring and publishing a process.
- To provide exemplary and extensible process content for a range of software development and management processes supporting iterative, agile, and incremental development, and applicable to a broad set of development platforms and applications.

EPF can be downloaded with method libraries for the OpenUP, XP, and Scrum processes, and there is also a method library available for the OpenUP contents packaged as independent practices. Papers III and IV describe how the findings from the interview series of Papers II have been represented as a method plug-in to the OpenUP/Basic 0.9 in order to make it possible to communicate results within Ericsson as well as with other researchers and industrial practitioners.

OpenUP/Basic is, as the name implies, the most basic version of OpenUP. The process is simply referred to as OpenUP in later versions 1.0 and 1.5, to contrast with the currently available8 plug-ins OpenUP/DSDM (Dynamic Systems Development Method) and OpenUP/ABRD (Agile Business Rule Development). The most important news in OpenUP 1.0 are that contents have been rewritten as a result of field testing reports and that many content areas have been removed to

7 www.eclipse.org/projects/project_summary.php?projectid=technology.epf
8 February 11, 2009
make the OpenUP core even more general and extensible. This means that more specific content areas are supposed to be added as plug-ins extending OpenUP, just like the capacity plug-in presented in this thesis. The major news of OpenUP 1.5 is that practices are available and that a first process using these practices has been published.

Regardless of version number, OpenUP is an iterative open-source software development process that is intended to be minimal, although complete, and with extensibility as an important characteristic. It is organized into four major areas of content (Communication and Collaboration, Intent, Solution, and Management), and it is based on four core principles:

- Collaborate to align interests and share understanding
- Balance competing priorities to maximize stakeholder value
- Focus on articulating the architecture
- Evolve to continuously obtain feedback and improve

The most central concepts in OpenUP are roles, tasks (organized by discipline), activities (time oriented sets of tasks), and artifacts (organized by domain). A role performs tasks that use, modify, and create artifacts. Each concept has attributes, often consisting of links to other concepts, texts and external files, such as templates and guidelines. The resulting process description is published as a set of web pages with hypertext links viewed from different perspectives. The most dominating perspective is the four phases of iteration: Inception, Elaboration, Construction and Transition. Another perspective is constituted by the disciplines and the process model can also be used to generate project plans, for example Microsoft Project documents.

2.5.2 PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

Both the efforts made in EPF and OpenUP as well as the effort of creating the Anatomy of Capacity Engineering count as process improvements. The CSPs and the CSPAs presented in Paper II are transformed into ACE in Paper V and both contents and terminology has a flavor of CMMI.

The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), and before that the Capability Maturity Model (CMM), is a well-known and influential process improvement model. A CMMI model describes the characteristics of good processes, how appraisal can be conducted within an organization and what can be done to improve to a higher level. Taking CMMI for
development as an example [50], it contains 22 process areas (such as configuration management, risk management, project planning, etc.). CMMI distinguishes between continuous representation and staged representation; the former is described by six capability levels and the latter by five maturity levels as depicted in Table 2 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Continuous Representation Capability Levels</th>
<th>Staged Representation Maturity Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Performed</td>
<td>Initial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Managed</td>
<td>Managed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Quantitatively Managed</td>
<td>Quantitatively Managed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Optimizing</td>
<td>Optimizing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The capability levels are the means for improving the processes within a single process area whereas the process improvement achievements across several process areas are reflected by the maturity level. The levels 2 through 5 have intentionally identical names (if all process areas reach the “managed” capability level this is also the maturity level).

The capacity process improvement model and the anatomy presented herein are not intended to also be maturity models. However, there are two ways of relating the capacity process improvement model to CMMI. First, the presented CSPAs correspond well to the process area concept of CMMI and it would be possible to apply capability levels to the CSPAs. To achieve a likewise corresponding maturity model, maturity levels would need to be defined across the CSPAs which have not been done. Instead, the process improvement model has been further detailed by making the relations between CSPs explicit in an anatomy. The other way to relate the capacity process improvement model to CMMI is to actually use it together with CMMI to aid in process improvement efforts when climbing the capability and maturity levels. In such a perspective, different parts of the anatomy would correspond to the CMMI maturity levels 2, 3, and 4 respectively.

2.5.3 THE ANATOMY CONCEPT

The use of anatomies stem from changing the procedures to utilize integration and verification resources more efficiently. In traditional system
development test crews and test facilities will have little to work with until a system is designed and implemented. A remedy is to let integration drive development, which means that the question “What can we give to the testers tomorrow?” is in focus from day one. To be able to answer this question – how testers can be fully occupied all the time – some kind of map is needed that states what is dependent of (or even requires) something else. This map is the *anatomy*, a body of many parts represented with boxes and arrows. The anatomy shows where to start the development and it has the positive side effect that the most important system parts have been tested many times when the system is finally released. Thus, the anatomy supports an evolutionary approach to system development.

According to Taxén and Lilliesköld [54] the anatomy approach has been used successfully in Ericsson development practice in more than 250 projects since the early 1990s, and they describe the anatomy approach as below:

The system anatomy, or “anatomy” for short, is a comprehensive picture – on one page – of how the system is working. It shows the functional dependencies in the system from start-up to an operational system. The gist of the anatomy approach is to develop, integrate and verify the system in the same order as it “comes alive”. In order to do so, two types of plans are defined based on the anatomy: the increment plan and the integration plan. The increment plan structures the development work in verifiable steps – increments – that can be successively integrated. The integration plan shows sub-project responsibilities and dates for deliveries of increments.

The evolutionary aspects of anatomies are further discussed by Jönsson [31], who distinguishes between *product* anatomy and *project* anatomy. A product anatomy represents an entire system that is going to evolve over several releases and a project anatomy is a subset of a product anatomy that describes the contents of one particular project that will lead to one particular release of the system.

Anatomies are currently used within Ericsson not only to represent system structure but also methodology and organizations’ abilities. The notion of an anatomy in this thesis is the same as this notion within Ericsson. The anatomy of Paper V has been constructed to comply with – in structure and shape – an anatomy describing the capabilities needed when developing systems. This general anatomy is called *Anatomy of Excellent Development* (AED) and one of its specified capabilities is to know the system’s characteristics. The capacity anatomy described in Paper V responds to this particular need with respect to capacity.
3 Discussion

This chapter presents my view of some of the issues described in the thesis. Since the discussion is based on material presented in the papers it is recommended to read those – or at least Paper VI – prior to this chapter.

3.1 On the acquisition of empirical data

3.1.1 Background

The empirical grounding of this thesis is the data acquired in two interview series (Paper I and Paper II) and the focus group described in Paper VI. The first interview series involved 14 interviewees from two different organizations and the second interview series involved 17 interviewees. In addition, it is described in Paper IV that one of the organizations that participated in the second interview series was revisited, and five new practitioners contributed in a discussion. Finally, the focus group described in Paper VI involved another four practitioners, which means that 40 industrial practitioners have contributed to the empirical data.

Did the interviews provide any new knowledge? If so, would half the number of people have been enough to gain this knowledge and/or would we have learnt even more if 100 industrial practitioners had been interviewed? A large number of interviewees will enable the possibility to perform quantitative (statistical) analyses on the interview material so that statements of the type “22 percent of the respondents think that …” can
be made, whereas each respondent has a greater impact on the result if there is only a few of them. It is also possible that a single interviewee could have provided all of the information in the interview series results if this person has enough experience and insight. However, deducing the results from several or many interviewees is a considerably stronger result. To be able to respond to the above questions in more detail we have to recapitulate what was gained from the interview series.

3.1.2 THE INTERVIEW STUDY ON NFR-RELATED DIFFICULTIES

The results of the interview series on difficulties related to NFRs were to a great extent conformant with our expectations and with existing literature. This means that the results did not pinpoint any new and never reported NFR-related problems, but provided empirical evidence to support commonly accepted knowledge regarding difficulties related to NFRs. The premier contribution of the interview series was in that respect the empirical evidence as such, underpinning the commonly accepted knowledge with real facts. This is essential and the foundation of what research is about – to build theory from what we actually know, not what we think or think we know. This attitude is sentimentally formulated in the famous quote “In God we trust, all others bring data” usually referred to William Edwards Deming.

Besides providing empirical data regarding NFR-related difficulties, the interview study revealed an important source of difficulties that has significantly influenced the perspective of the research effort: the socio-economical aspect of company organization. It became very clear when interviewing practitioners from one hierarchical organization and from one less hierarchical that NFR difficulties relate to organizational structures. Hence, to successfully manage NFRs it is required that competence, interest, and authority is present on a high-enough level in hierarchically structured organizations to make NFRs influence all system parts. This also means that the decisions regarding NFRs on a high-enough hierarchical level needs to be propagated to all relevant sub systems to gain the needed impact.

Interviewing people from two organizations – two different cases – was necessary in order to highlight the differences in organizational structures. The number of interviewees, seven in each case, was sufficient to gain reasonable diversity in responses. How interviewees are selected is also important and analyzing results is very different if a homogeneous group of interviewees provides very heterogeneous results compared to a
heterogeneous group of interviewees that provides homogeneous results. This is further discussed in Section 3.1.5.

3.1.3 The Interview Series on Capacity

We learned more from performing two interview series than only one, since the second series had a shift of focus compared to the initial series: The interest was narrowed from NFRs in general to the specific quality factor capacity. Still, the capacity interview series provided new insights regarding one of the findings from the NFR interview series. It was stated in the findings from the NFR series that one of the most tangible difficulties is that NFRs are not discovered, which was true on that level of abstraction. However, it is interesting to note that moving on to reach a more profound description of this difficulty provided new findings and made further research interesting. The preparations and realization of the capacity series led to the reformulation of this statement of non-discovered NFRs: Overall capacity requirements are known and the principal difficulty lies in making these requirements cause the intended impact on architecture, design, implementation, and test. Thus, the reason that capacity requirements appear to be non-discovered is that capacity requirements are not adequately refined from overall requirements to refined requirements, design decisions, implementation solutions, test cases, etc. It is likely to believe that a more focused treatment of other difficulties identified in the NFR interview series can give rise to similar enrichments of findings on more detailed levels.

17 practitioners were interviewed in the capacity series, which was sufficient to identify several good practices and to provide the required information regarding how capacity issues are tackled. The number was also sufficient to serve as the foundation for the methodological context for how to develop for capacity. The presence of expertise regarding Ericsson development made it easier to analyze the interview material and to compare and relate statements from different interviewees. On the other hand, it can be argued that an external analyst would have been better suited to analyze the results and come up with a general solution that is less targeted towards an Ericsson context. This is addressed in the focus group that is described as part of Paper VI.

It can be noticed from the results that the intersection between interview results is relatively small: Only two CSPs are applied in all the organizations that participated in the interview series. Moreover, additional seven CSPs are applied by some organizations, which means that around...
half of the CSPs were not in practice in the participating organizations at the time of the study. However, several CSPs were discussed with interviewees although not yet in practice, especially those related to modeling and how to represent and refine capacity in models. The remaining CSPs were added during analysis in order to form the complete methodological context for how to develop for capacity.

3.1.4 REVISITING THE METHOD HYPOTHESIS

It was hypothesized in Section 1.2 that “it is possible to learn, improve, feed back, and evaluate knowledge regarding NFR/capacity management in large, developing, and administering organizations by the means of industrial case studies.” The discussion presented above shows that it was possible to learn which difficulties related to NFRs that occur in industrial contexts and how capacity issues are tackled. The captured empirical findings were analyzed and a suggestion of improved procedures was made when CSPs were compiled in the methodological context for how to develop for capacity. The CSPs and their context were evaluated and fed back when revisiting one of the participating organizations to present the CSPs and the method plug-in. This evaluation also provided useful input to the later work with the capacity anatomy.

All in all, the above means that the method hypothesis has been valid and useful and that all its parts have been successfully conducted in the research project. However, the method depends on the interviewees and their abilities to reason about capacity on an abstraction level beyond product-specific technicalities. Thus, the biggest threats to a case study based approach as this are that findings are too scattered and/or too product-specific. The latter implies the former, but findings can be scattered on a higher abstraction level as well; if each interviewee brings up new issues that are not relevant to the other interviewees there are no good chances to produce any useful findings.

3.1.5 THREATS TO VALIDITY

The previous section calls for a more comprehensive treatment of potential validity threats. Wohlin et al. [59] describe four categories of validity in the context of software engineering experiments (originally presented by Cook and Campbell [8]): Conclusion, internal, construct, and external. These categories and the most relevant validity threats within each category are presented below.
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Conclusion validity addresses the relationship between the treatment of an experiment and its outcome and is sometimes referred to as statistical conclusion validity. This type of validity is threatened if there are hindrances to drawing the correct conclusions, for instance if wrong type of statistical tests are chosen. The statistical part of these threats is not directly applicable to the qualitative research presented in this thesis, but other parts are:

- **Fishing and the error rate.** This is applicable in all interview settings that are not strictly structured and with that free from discussion. The researcher may be looking for a certain type of result and is thus more likely to find that result. However, the opposite happened during the capacity interview series. We set out to improve capacity treatment by the means of UML, but the interviews showed that a much larger context needs to be considered.

- **Reliability of measures.** For instance poor wordings in questions and subjective measurements. In contrast to the above threat, this threat was mitigated by semi- or unstructured interviews since misunderstandings due to poor wordings can be corrected immediately by the interviewer. The risk of subjective measurements was addressed by involving an Ericsson expert that did not participate in the interview sessions.

- **Random heterogeneity of subjects.** If the interviewees are very heterogeneous it will affect the conclusion validity negatively, since variations based on individual differences can be larger than variations due to the treatment. On the other hand, very homogeneous interviewees will reduce the external validity as described below. The interviewees of the first interview series were selected to cover several aspects of software development, and the interviewees of the second interview series were selected since they had been working with capacity improvements lately.

Conclusion validity is achieved if a statistical relationship with a given significance between treatment and outcome can be observed. Internal validity is concerned with causality; that the outcome is actually caused by the treatment. The threat is that the outcome can be caused by a factor beyond the researcher’s knowledge or control. The most relevant internal validity threats in the present context are the following:
• **Instrumentation.** This is connected to the reliability of measures as described above and is concerned with the quality of the artifacts used in the experiments. This means primarily the interview questions and protocols in this thesis. The interview questions have already been commented upon and the interview protocols of the capacity interview series were sent to all interviewees for confirmation.

• **Selection.** The results of an experiment can vary based on who participates, which is applicable in the interview series. It has already been mentioned that the interviewees of the first interview series were selected to cover several aspects of software development, and the interviewees of the second interview series were selected since they had been working with capacity improvements lately.

• **Interactions with selection.** There is always a risk that interviewees are biased with the thoughts – or presumed thoughts – of the researcher. Semi-structured interviews have their drawbacks and advantages, but they offer a useful trade-off between the threat of poor wordings in questions and the threat of interacting too much with interviewees. The prepared questions drive the discussion and reduce the risk of biasing interviewees.

**Construct validity** is concerned with the generalization of experiment results to theory and concepts. The most relevant threats in this context are:

• **Inadequate preoperational explication of constructs.** That constructs are not sufficiently defined before used in experiments. This is not a major issue in explorative interviews, even though different notions of capacity constituted a potential threat. However, it is relatively easy to detect and discuss this type of matters in a face-to-face interview setting, and we believe the threat did not cause any harm to the data.

• **Hypothesis guessing.** Interviewees may try to guess the hypotheses and intentions of the researcher and act or respond accordingly. This is connected to “Fishing …” above, and – once again – the results from the capacity interview series indicate that we succeeded in avoiding this threat. An Ericsson expert taking part of the analysis of interview protocols made it possible to identify symptoms of the threat during analysis; the answers of the interviews could be compared with the expert’s knowledge about each organization’s situation.
• **Evaluation apprehension.** Interviewees may feel that they are being graded or assessed and try to look better than they actually are. The main decision taken to avoid this threat in the capacity interview series was to not involve Ericsson experts in the interviewer’s role. We believe that the answers were more open-hearted with me as the only interviewer than would have been the case otherwise, which were considered outweighing the drawbacks of being only one interviewer.

• **Experimenter expectancies.** Relates to “Fishing …” above and is concerned with the fact that the researcher may have expectations on results and bias the analysis – consciously or unconsciously.

Finally, the *external validity* is concerned with how general the results are and if they can be transferred to industrial practice. There are three types of interactions to be considered:

• **Interaction of selection and treatment.** This means to select the right people in the sense that they constitute a representative sample of the population that we want to generalize. As has been described, interviewees were selected to be as representative as possible.

• **Interaction of setting and treatment.** This means to make use of the right material and tools to make results transferrable to industrial practice. Since the interview series were explorative this was not a big issue. However, it can be discussed to what extent results are applicable to domains outside telecommunication systems. The focus group of Paper VI is a direct response to this.

• **Interaction of history and treatment.** This means to consider the time of an experiment so that results are not affected. Wohlin et al. [59] gives the example of conducting a questionnaire on safety-critical systems only a few days after a major software-related crash. However, this was used to our advantage in the capacity interview series since it was possible to select interviewees that had been involved in recently conducted capacity improvement projects.
3.2 From refinement to process improvement

3.2.1 The intentions behind the capacity research effort
It was shown in the NFR interview study that NFRs are not always present when needed during system development. It was hypothesized when planning the research effort on capacity that the major reason for this is that capacity requirements are not always refined to design and implementation. Moreover, it was also hypothesized that it is possible to annotate UML models with capacity information to support the refinement of capacity requirements to be available whenever needed. Since Ericsson development is use case-oriented to a great extent it is appealing to also make capacity concerns part of the use cases and the underlying model.

Based on the above hypotheses, the capacity interview series included questions explicitly dedicated to the use of modeling and how capacity issues can be tackled by the means of modeling.

3.2.2 The need of a larger context
During interviews, discussions, and analysis of interview material it became evident that the task of improving the representation and refinement of capacity requirements in UML models cannot be separated from the context where new procedures shall be introduced. A trivial example is that UML must be used throughout the system development process for a UML approach to make impact in all its parts. Some organizations within the Ericsson context would be able to adopt such an approach as an extension of current procedures, whereas most organizations currently do not use modeling to an extent that short-term benefits from such an approach can be gained. However, if a developing organization uses modeling to some extent and intends to move towards model-based development, an approach that builds on UML modeling can act as a vehicle to support that intention. The experience from the capacity interview series shows that three out of ten represented organizations use modeling to an extent that is fairly close to being model-based; use case diagrams, sequence diagrams, and class diagrams are the most frequent diagrammatic representations in these cases and they also make good use of code generation from models. Four out of ten use only basic modeling for some aspects of development (typically use case diagrams) and the remaining three are somewhere in between.
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The conclusion drawn from the above is that it is not feasible just to present an approach for how to refine capacity into various design and implementation models. The reason is that the abilities to manage capacity requirements and to develop systems with respect to capacity require a larger context to be considered. Of course, an approach to refine capacity requirements to design and implementation that is complete, consistent, correct, useful, etc. is desirable and would be a welcome scientific contribution. However, if the primary goal of the research is to improve current procedures and understand what capacity development is all about, then optimizing an isolated part of the development process may cause sub-optimization of limited value to the overall goal. In other words, it is better to improve all development stages before improvements at a detailed level of optimization are feasible and useful. This is the core idea of maturity models like CMMI; it is of limited value to improve in one area unless related areas are mature enough to benefit from improvements.

The overall system development within Ericsson is certainly mature enough to motivate focus in a single area like capacity. However, the lessons learned from the interviews on capacity are that capacity improvements address a wide range of issues and that improved refinement of capacity in models belongs to a larger context. This context must be understood before an organization can fully benefit from improvements in refinement and specification of capacity requirements. Thus, the focus shifted from specification concerns only to the overall ability to develop for capacity (of which refinement in models is one part). The primary objective became to describe what is needed to be able to develop for capacity and how to improve an organization's abilities. With this shift of perspective we allow different organizations to improve in different ways. Some organizations are well suited to improve the specification of capacity requirements whereas other organization may be better suited to start with improving their abilities to verify capacity requirements.

3.2.3 SOCIO-ECONOMICAL ASPECTS

Capacity has to be implemented as a result of many trade-offs and the socio-economic perspective is highly present. It does matter how a developing organization is structured, where decisions are made, by whom, etc. The example of specification of or verificational approach builds on the two main types of attitudes that can be distinguished from the interview series: The attitude that better specification and refinement is a feasible
approach to the improvement of capacity processes, and the attitude that the best way to improve is to enable short “feedback loops” from testers to developers so that developers get real data to react upon.

I strongly believe, with support in the interview series, that it is not specification or verification. Instead, the overall context must be considered and support must be provided for organizations to prioritize the most needed improvement actions. Capacity in large-scale telecommunication systems is achieved in a shared environment; organizational aspects and where competence, interest, and authority regarding capacity are located play important roles.

The capacity interview series point out many actions of improvement that can be implemented, but few organizations have the time and budget to implement all actions at once. Thus, the CSPs developed from the interview series must be accompanied by a method for how to assess an organization’s capacity abilities and to recommend the vital few CSPs that contribute the most to overall improvement. This was the driving objective behind the research described in Papers III-V.

3.3 Revisiting the research questions

The method hypothesis has already been revisited and stated valid in section 3.1.4. This section revisits the research questions, one by one, starting with the research questions labeled Q1 through Q4 in section 1.2 before the overall research question (Q) is summarized and discussed.

3.3.1 Q1: THE MANAGEMENT OF NFRS

The first interview series (see Paper I) presents and discusses the management of NFRs and related difficulties at Ericsson OSS and SMHI. Even though two organizations constitute only a small sample, it is evident from the study that the management of NFRs and related difficulties are well conformant with common knowledge and what is stated in the literature. Their vague nature makes NFRs harder to incorporate in methods and tools, which in turn makes FRs focused in everyday system development. The management of NFRs as perceived in Paper I is briefly summarized and commented upon below.

The elicitation of NFRs is a vital step in order to build quality into a system. Undiscovered NFRs cause an incomplete requirements set, which may affect system architecture negatively and with that result in poor runtime properties. There are in the general case no specific activities
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dedicated to the elicitation of NFRs. Instead, the development process trusts the organizations’ abilities to build good-enough systems and to cope with NFRs as they occur (which they do as consequences of FRs or as requirements from related systems in the Ericsson OSS case), even if some NFRs are elicited too late for them to influence the architecture. The improvements proposed by interviewees are to focus NFRs at an early stage and SMHI respondents stress the benefits of involving the customer/user (which is usually not possible in the context of Ericsson OSS). The use of NFR checklists that are applied to all FRs has been suggested in the literature [11, 48], and the approach can be complemented with prototyping, scenarios and other elicitation techniques [21]. If using the NFR Framework or similar approaches, refining overall NFRs is an elicitation process in itself.

The analysis and specification of NFRs is where the consequences and impact of NFRs are investigated, estimations are made, and where the NFRs are represented as testable requirements. It is considered tedious and difficult to quantify NFRs, despite the fact that metrics are available for any kind of NFRs [18]. The main remedies proposed by interviewees are the well-known advice to involve testers when analyzing and specifying the NFRs to ensure their testability, to use prototyping techniques, and to create theoretical models to analyze what is needed for an NFR to be considered fulfilled. The latter means – in a performance context – to apply techniques such as SPE [52] to ensure that needed performance will be possible to achieve. It was also suggested to relate NFRs to design patterns to know in advance to which extent various NFRs will be fulfilled if a certain design pattern is chosen. Again, this type of reasoning is well conformant with the NFR Framework and other goal-oriented methods since these specifically address the fulfillment of non-functional goals (that may be in conflict with each other).

The verification of NFRs generally follows the same procedures as the verification of FRs. What is in the requirements specifications gets verified, which means that the specification of requirements is crucial for verification as well as for design. Ericsson OSS sometimes uses a statement of compliance (SOC) document to “SOC away” requirements that are not fulfilled in the tested system version. Some respondents think that NFRs are disregarded this way more often than FRs, whereas other respondents claim the opposite: A required feature that is not there has to be admitted in the SOC, but NFRs are often vaguely stated which makes it easier to argue that they have been met in some interpretation. Both Ericsson and SMHI, however, find it relatively easy to measure and verify performance.
requirements, and they also agree that the testability differs a lot among NFR types. Many NFRs — such as availability, usability, and security requirements — are tedious and difficult to verify even though they are well specified. An example is the availability requirement that “The down-time of the system may not exceed three hours in a year”, which is a quantified requirement that still is difficult to verify before releasing the system. Finally, Ericsson and SMHI respondents also agree that the most important improvement with respect to NFR verification is the sufficient specification and quantification of NFRs: Vaguely stated NFRs are difficult to test.

The overall conclusion of how NFRs are managed is that FRs is the primary focus and that NFRs receive no more interest than is needed. Reasons are both the vague nature of NFRs and that industrial methods are generally better suited for FRs than NFRs (which may also be because of the vague nature of NFRs). However, the interviewees show that they understand NFR related difficulties and they present remedies to the most important of those difficulties. It is reasonable to believe that a lot of improvement could be achieved if NFRs were paid more attention. Workshops dedicated to the elicitation, analysis, and specification of NFRs constitute a simple remedy that can be accompanied with guidelines for how to quantify NFRs and refine them to design and implementation.

The organizational structure may be an obstacle for dealing with NFRs. A hierarchically structured organization needs to consider NFRs on a high-enough hierarchical level in order for NFRs to be reflected in architecture, design, etc. and for NFRs to be distributed over sub-systems and design units. This means that NFR interest, authority and competence must be present at a high enough level, regardless of designers’ skills. Even if the designers of a design unit are very skilled, they do not possess the required overview. This means that two things must apply for the successful treatment of NFRs in large and hierarchically structured organizations:

1. There must be enough competence and interest regarding NFRs on a system management level.
2. System level NFRs need to be identified, analyzed, and refined to be represented in architecture, design, implementation, and test.

The subsequent investigations on capacity conclude that the refinement of capacity requirements from system level to sub systems and design units is not straight-forward. This complexity is discussed in the capacity context when revisiting Q4 in Section 3.3.4, but its findings apply to NFRs in
general: The process of refining NFRs is iterative and involves numerous design decisions on various levels of detail.

Finally, the primary target of a software system vendor is to make money. Thus, investing time and effort in improving NFR management needs to be the result of an ROI-calculation that analyzes improved quality against increased cost. Some of the findings herein, especially the anatomy approach presented in Paper V, lower the investment threshold of capacity improvements.

3.3.2 Q3: THE MANAGEMENT OF CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

The second interview series revealed how capacity requirements are treated within Ericsson. Capacity requirements are generally not paid extra attention unless overall capacity requirements seem to be challenged.

An interesting finding arose from one of the organizations that participated in the interview series. The organization in scope takes care of everything that is not included in use cases using so-called base scenarios that are specified in a base scenario specification (which all requirements that relate to characteristics refer to). Around 15 base scenarios are created for the system in scope and these are split into around 100 event scenarios that are associated with a few requirements each. The NFRs that are derived from the combination of FRs and event scenarios are documented in supplementary specifications, and each supplementary specification is based on a single base scenario. Thus, there is one set of NFRs for each base scenario. These scenarios and specifications serve as a basis for requirements as well as testing, but the point made by one of the interviewees – as described in the papers – was that the 1000 pages of characteristics requirements “are more useful to testers than designers”, since there is simply too much information to take into consideration. This is a good illustration of the assumed requirement traceability failure of Paper II, even though it is caused by information overflow rather than lack of information in this example.

Even though the hypothesis was supported the interview series also reminded of the socio-economical aspect that was mentioned above. The successful treatment of capacity requirements involves both specification and refinement, but it also involves the ability to predict the capacity of a new system. The circumstance that Ericsson develops a new release of an existing system more often than a system is developed from scratch enables the opportunity to consider the capacity of the current release and how it is used in operation. However, the successful treatment of capacity
requirements also involves the ability to test for capacity and let architects and developers know when required capacity is not going to be reached. Moreover, some improvements regarding capacity can be achieved by optimizing and tuning the system. This means that system capacity is achieved in cooperation between people responsible for requirements and people responsible for testing, which has also relations to the improvement of an existing system version based on measurement and tuning and how to predict system capacity. Thus, many people and various organizational units contribute to the capacity of a forthcoming system and the capacity requirements need to be traded against other requirements of the system.

There is a concluding point to make regarding the requirement that a new release of a system must have at least the same performance as its predecessor. This requirement stands to reason: People do not expect to perceive a new version of something as slower as and less capable than the previous one. However, it is important to notice that this requirement has to apply to a new release that typically has a number of new features. These features need resources and, unless addressed, more functionality will share the same set of resources and with that lead to a performance loss. Thus, what seems as a modest requirement at first sight – to maintain the acquired performance level – means improved performance in reality.

3.3.3 IMPROVING THE CAPACITY ROUTINES

Each one of Papers II-V presents strategies of how to improve overall capacity routines. The foundation is the findings from the capacity interview series; the CSPs which are beneficial when developing for capacity. I believe that any large-scale software developing organization that implements most of the presented CSPs are capable of delivering systems with the right capacity in the right time, even though some of the CSPs need to be further investigated and adapted with respect to the organization’s context. However, efforts were made to make the acquired knowledge more accessible and easier to comprehend in Papers III-V.

First, the results were packaged as a method plug-in to the OpenUP process component of the EPF project for process engineers to include in an OpenUP-compatible process. It is possible for the process engineer to customize the process and adapt the capacity contents to adequately reflect the context of the organization in scope.

Second, the results were packaged in the shape of an anatomy which was associated with a corresponding method (ACE). ACE provides support on how to improve capacity procedures in the sense that ACE
includes a step to select the most important CSPs to be included in an improvement effort. Thus, the anatomy shows how CSPs relate to each other and contribute to improved organizational capacity capability, and support is provided for capacity capability assessment as well as identification of the CSPs that are likely to generate the best ROI.

The assessment of an organization’s current status with respect to the CSPs of the anatomy is essential. An assessment workshop can be carried out in a few hours and the discussion as such brings capacity issues in focus and has the potential to increase the capacity awareness. Moreover, when discussing and assessing CSPs it is probable that workshop participants intuitively feel which CSPs that need to be prioritized.

The support for prioritization of candidate improvement efforts is necessary for practitioners to accept the method, and it was an explicitly stated requirement by the organization of the second interview series that validated the CSPs and the method plug-in.

3.3.4 Q: MODELING CAPACITY
It has already been noticed that one of the research goals was to model capacity and to benefit from such models in order to mitigate the “requirements traceability failure” described in Paper II. A pragmatic approach to represent capacity information in UML is described in Paper VI along with the thoughts behind it. The objective of the approach is to enter capacity information into a model (important, not only a set of diagrams) and to show how overall capacity requirements need to be reflected in diagrams. This requires a strategy for how to use regular UML constructs and how to make capacity information visible in diagrams and traceable in models. We suggest a <<capacity>> stereotype with associated tagged values for the latter and Figure 5 shows how this stereotype extends the UML metaclass “Class”.

![Figure 5: The <<capacity>> stereotype](image)
Dimensioning and throughput requirements are represented with plain integers, whereas response time is represented using TimeExpression from the SimpleTime package of UML. In addition, the expectedShare tag has been included in the stereotype to enable the possibility to model operational profiles, primarily in the context of state machine diagrams and activity diagrams. The circumstance at Ericsson – and in many other developing organizations – that development usually starts from an existing system version improves the chances to feed the expectedShare tag with reasonable figures.

The instance specification of the stereotype is depicted in Figure 6 below:

Figure 6: Instance specification of the <<capacity>> stereotype

The <<capacity>> stereotype can be applied to any UML element which enables a pragmatic and straight-forward approach to representing capacity: Capacity aspects are separated from functional requirements and are represented as requirements of their own. Capacity figures are represented as tagged values that can be further refined in later stages, for instance time budgets in sequence diagrams and defined multiplicity in class diagrams.

What really motivates a UML approach to representing and refining capacity requirements is if it can be shown that capacity requirements actually influence the development to a sufficient extent (by being present at all levels when needed). However, it is also necessary to acknowledge that it is not only “refinement” it is all about. The process of achieving “refinement” is iterative and involves complex design decision making that...
needs to conform to the current deployment structure. Each iteration of refinement includes design choices that constrain the further refinement of requirements etc. For example, describing the distribution of time budgets in sequence diagrams requires decisions regarding components, classes, and objects. This means that the requirements analyst must perform his/her work in close cooperation with architects and designers and that conscious design decisions and traceability to the capacity requirements is a better description of reality than “refinement”.

3.3.5 Q: THE OVERALL RESEARCH QUESTION

Recall the overall objective of this research project:

**Q** How can capacity requirements be treated so that they are available when needed and influence all phases of large-scale software system development?

The response to this question involves parts from all papers in the thesis and is best described by the integrated method presented in Paper VI, which also serve as a summary of the thesis as a whole. The method [36] consists of the following elements:

- Capacity requirements as the method’s underlying model,
- EPF and UML as applied languages,
- the method plug-in as process model, and
- ACE as the method’s guidance.

It is my opinion that the integrated method contains the knowledge needed to initiate an improvement program within the domain of large-scale software engineering. I also believe that ACE is a useful vehicle to conduct and customize improvement efforts and it has been shown in a focus group (reported of in a working paper) that the ACE method – as well as the anatomy contents – is sound and transferable from the telecommunications domain to the domain of avionics. However, as with any improvement program there must be an interest from management level and I have repeatedly pointed out that there is a need of competence, interest, and authority regarding capacity (and NFRs in general) to gain full impact of capacity requirements (and NFRs in general).
Is it feasible to initiate a capacity improvement effort, then? Is it possible to “engineer” capacity or is capacity an emergent property of the system that cannot be controlled even if we try? If so, software engineering must be different from for instance mechanics; no engineer would build a bridge without having performed the calculations showing that the construction is strong enough and I do believe that such calculations goes without saying in mature software engineering as well. SPE [52] is a good example of that it is possible and the contents of this thesis place such calculations in a larger context. Thus, capacity engineering is a valid discipline within software engineering, but my impression is that capacity is often treated as being an emergent property (that is addressed when needed) in reality anyhow. However, this impression is neither limited to large-scale software engineering nor capacity: NFRs in general in software engineering are often given the least possible attention and are prioritized only if they are absolutely crucial to product success.
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